
We help
people get

justice on time.



WHAT WE DO
 

Citizens'Gavel is a human rights focused
nongovernmental organization  with the

aim of increasing the pace of justice
delivery through access to justice, digital

technology and citizen's engagement.



Out of the abundant civil society organization in
Nigeria, we have taken full responsibility to address

judicial stagnancy and poor representation of
Nigerians in the court of law.  With the use of data

and records available in federal, state and
magistrate courts, we detail the progression and

retrogression of cases - both criminal and civil so as
to give a common Nigerian that much needed idea

of the judiciary's push for justice. 



JUSTICE CLOCK PLATFORM



Justice Clock is  a platform that keeps track of time frame of any
case with the right amount of inquisitive questions to enlighten
the masses on the current state of that particular case. That is
why we have the legal clock which is on our platform. We put

some of the data there. It is an automated system so you know
the number of days spent by an individual. We then compare the
justice clock with the number days that should be spent so once
they spend more than the days required by the law, we either file
a case on their behalf, or we interact with the Ministry of Justice
to see how we can proffer solutions and accelerate the pace at

which their cases can be heard.



Sojiare is a Birmingham, United Kingdom headquartered platform that
verifies the validity of organizations, governments, institutions,

emails, e-commerce and content from different sources.
 

It uses AI to identify the authenticity of content sources and flags
down scam-related content. Sojiare allows users to validate the

sources of different business-related content and allows
brands/companies to register their platforms as legitimate entities,

helping them build trust with their audience.
 



Now and then, people deal with content from brands, individuals,
and even government institutions with no idea how to separate

original from fake sources; some have unfortunately fallen victim
to different forms of scams. 

OjSiare is established to avoid uncertainty, ensure online safety,
justice, and equity.

Sojiare works as a subordinate body of Justice Lab, the legal desk
of Citizens' Gavel Foundation for Social Justice.

With Sojiare, we are devoted to building that trust for brands,
individuals and government bodies, making communication and

transactions efficient and reliable.

WHY SOJIARE CAME TO BE



PROGESS SO FAR
The analysis of state high courts according to their speed of

delivery justice has been one of our frontier yearly project. It
has afforded us a great deal of performance assessment of the

Judiciary with available data to informed decisions.

And with the emergence of the earlier talked about platforms -
Justice Clock and Sojiare, we have given premium attention to
Nigerian justice sector as our response to ills and deteriorating

state of the judiciary and the need to make the practice a lot
more advanced using technology.



CONCLUSION
Since the start of Citizens Gavel in 2017, there has been
a high turnaround in the operation of law all thanks to

our advantageous use of technology and rapid response
to calls for legal representation of Nigerians. Our

greatest joy is derived from seeing the fast pace of
justice delivery. We still have a long way to go but we

remain appreciative to renewed interest from all
stakeholders.



Thank you for
listening!


